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About This Game

Gender Bender DNA Twister Extreme is a crazy visual novel that follows a cast of characters that have their genders flipped
due to unforeseen and ridiculous circumstances. Pick a character from a massive cast and follow their unique stories as they

find romance and experience a range of outrageous transformations.

Features

Thirteen Playable Characters

Dozens Of Endings

Multiple Love Interests

Over 40 Hours Of Content

A cast of over 40 Characters

Over 30 Locations To Visit

Dozens of Crazy Transformations
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this expects you to launch it while sitting which can be a little weird to calibrate
other than that the product is pretty self explanitory so, enjoy?. Although this game is supposedly a "reimagination" of Adam's
Venture Chronicles, it just feels like a poorly done remastered version. There were maybe only a handful of new areas that
weren't included in Chronicles. According to the developer, the content and most puzzles are the same with the prime difference
being the new look to the world and new game engine. I enjoyed playing Chronicles more than this. Definitely don't buy both
games. Pick one and only play one.

Essentially everything I said in my review of Chronicles applies to this game. The differences: This game is no longer episodic,
the story merely continues in multiple chapters. There are no longer hidden chests to find. The player can now control camera
movement. Jumping no longer pushes Adam backward. I prefer all the character skins in Chronicles over Origins.. The new
additions are pretty awesome. More variety never hurts, especially combined with the newish mech that pulls random perks on
level up leading to some pretty insane builds. Also, to single out one particular element: I didn't think the music could get any
better but holy \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. It's an old style scrolling game with random weapons. Fun, Frustrating and
frustrating_fun.
The controls are limited but add to the frustrating_fun. It'll wake you up and entertain the children... an me I guess. :-). Pretty
good adaption of the main game. However, I would only recommend if you're going to be playing with friends online. The
servers are empty otherwise, and while I haven't played the "Story mode", I can't imagine it being much fun on top of there not
being really any incentives.
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Why are broken games not removed from Steam? This game has been a broken mess since it was released from the looks of the
forum for the game and they developer doesn't seem interested in fixing the many problems this game has, stay away.. you got
to be fast lol. Really challenging and Fun :). I admire the colorful graphics in this game and the spaceship upgrades. If you like
TWD and TE,this game will not live up to your expectations.
Musicis are really great. Especially the survival mode.. This is my first review for a game on steam and it's well deserved.

Now I have encountered a few bugs here and there with the storage system or just some in-game things, but still the amount of
work and effort I can see went into this game is amazing. It's by far the first VR game I have been able to play for hours
straight.

If you are worrying about the motion sickness factor of being in Zero G; don't. I can barely do anything in real life that involves
motion sickness and trust me VR is the same with it, but this game after the first few minutes of getting the feel for it, aslong as
you have a good FPS which I do except for inside my ship facing certain ways which I assume is part of the game being so fresh
they have to work on parts to fix issues like that, but there is no instance where I got motion sick. It may be different for you but
the whole point is don't worry.

I do appreciate the ability of when you die, which happens a lot in the beginning unless your quick and know what your doing,
that the ship and anything in it's inventory stays next to it for you to continue on your work. I like the feel of a VR Subnatica in
a sense. If there was an ability to modify the exterior of the ship and maybe add on to it in the future this game would have some
even more serious attention.

The developers seem to be constantly at work and interacting with the community and the to be fair, the price is exactly what
any VR game should be especially for Early Access. There is not a single thing I dislike besides a few bugs with the GUI when I
try to quit and for some reason it won't let me so I have to force leave from the Desktop and lose a load of progress, so don't go
button smashing around in the menu's is my advice.

In one line to sum this game up.
The developers make Unity seem like a AAA game engine.. This game is a pleasant and relaxing diversion. I experienced little
to no frustration while playing. The controls are very intuitive on my touch-screen computer covered in greasy kids' fingerprints.
I look forward to the sequel!

42 people found this review helpful. Ridiculous!!! the in cab graphics are AWEFULL.... to say i have seen better in cab
graphics in BVE!!!!!
the horn sounds are pretty naff too :(
On the other hand though... external graphics are pretty good and playability is good.
Just a shame it has an aweful paper cut out style poor graphical cab not to mention the aweful wipers :\/. Short, simple, sweet..
Not a bad game, but Poor emulation. It crashed on me three times.. Lovely Planet with a shotgun. That's all you need to know! If
you've played the original Lovely Planet and enjoyed it there is no doubt in my mind this game will rekindle those sweet, sweet
feelings. Whilst its a different movement system we're all familiar with from the original, this game stands on its own for
enjoyment and the difficulty from the get-go.
Buy it. Buy it now.
10\/10 - This is a biased review, I've waited so long for this moment ;_;. Played quite a bit of this at conventions and love how
each level feels unique!

Both gameplay and visuals varry from each level.

The game is difficult enough to feel rewarding, but not so difficult that you feel like quiting.
I don't have the best reaction speed, but am able to get through most levels with a few attemps. A lot of it is just learning how
each level functions!
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